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FIG. 1. Quantized anomalous Hall effect in twisted bilayer graphene (A) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance Rxy as a
function of carrier density n at 150 mT. Rxy reaches h/e2 and Rxx approaches zero near ⌫ = 3. Data are corrected for mixing of Rxx and
Rxy components by symmetrizing with respect to magnetic field at B = ±150 mT [30]. (B) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance
Rxy measured at n = 2.37⇥1012cm�2 as a function of B. Data are corrected for mixing using contact symmetrization[30]. Sweep directions
are indicated by arrows. (C) Hall resistance Rxy as a function of magnetic field B and density n. Hysteresis loop areas are shaded for clarity.
The rear wall shows field-training symmetrized values of Rxy at B = 0. Rxy(0) becomes nonzero when ferromagnetism appears, and reaches
a plateau of h/e2 near a density of n = 2.37⇥ 1012cm�2. (D) Schematic band structure at full filling of a moiré unit cell (⌫ = 4) and ⌫ = 3.
The net Chern number Cnet 6= 0 at ⌫ = 3.

of ⌫ 2 (2.84, 3.68) (see Fig. S9).
Fig. 1D shows a schematic representation of the band struc-

ture at full filling (⌫ = 4) and at ⌫ = 3. In the absence
of interaction-driven order, the spin-degenerate bands in each
valley have total Chern number ±2 (Fig. 1D). The observed
QAH state occurs because the exchange energy is minimized
when an excess valley- and spin-polarized Chern band[19, 20]
is occupied, spontaneously breaking time-reversal symmetry.
Magnetic order in two dimensions requires anisotropy. In
graphene, the vanishingly small spin orbit coupling provides
negligible anisotropy for the spin system. It is thus likely
that the observed magnetism is orbital, with strong, easy-
axis anisotropy arising from the two dimensional nature of the
graphene bands[19, 20, 27, 28, 33].

The phenomenology of ⌫ = 3 filling is nonuniversal across
devices: some samples are metallic[24, 25], some[27, 34]
show a robust, thermally activated trivial insulator while oth-
ers show an anomalous Hall effect[28]. This is consistent with
theoretical expectation[33] that the phase diagram at integer ⌫

is highly sensitive to model details which, in our experiment,
may be controlled by sample strain[35] and alignment to an
hBN encapsulant layer that breaks the C2 rotation symmetry
of tBLG[19, 20]. The prior report of magnetic hysteresis at
⌫ = 3 was indeed associated with close alignment of one of
the two hBN encapsulant layers[28], a feature shared by our
device[30]. Additional features of the transport phenomenol-
ogy presented here further suggest that the single particle band
structure of the device is significantly modified relative to un-
aligned tBLG devices, and suggest that hBN aligned samples
constitute a different class of tBLG devices with distinct phe-
nomenology. First, our device shows only a weakly resistive
feature at ⌫ = 2, but a robust thermally activated insulator
at charge neutrality. Remarkably, this ⌫ = 0 insulator has a
larger activation gap than even the states at ⌫ = ±4, which
are much smaller than typical[30]. Second, the quantum os-
cillations are highly anomalous, with hole-like quantum os-
cillations originating at ⌫ = 2, again in contrast to all prior
reports[24–27]. While no detailed theory for these observa-
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FIG. 4. Quantum oscillations in flat-band twisted BLG. (A) Landau fan diagram of device D2 (1.27�) at 1.33 GPa up
to full-filling of the moiré unit cell at T = 300 mK. Quantum oscillations emerge from the CNP with dominant degeneracy
sequence of ⌫ = ±4,±8,±12, ... at low field. Separate sequences of quantum oscillations emerge from +ns/4 with dominant
sequence of ⌫ = +1,+3,+5, ..., from ±ns/2 with dominant sequence of ⌫ = ±2,±4,±6, ..., and from ±3ns/4 with dominant
sequence of ⌫ = ±1,±2,±3, .... Regions of negative measured voltage are set to zero resistance for clarity, most prominently
a↵ecting the high-field region of the map between +ns/2 and +3ns/4. (B) Schematic Landau level structure corresponding to
the observations in (A). Only the Landau levels persisting to the lowest fields are plotted, while by 6 T states at all filling factors
are observed. (C) Zoom-in of (A) around �ns/4. (D) Schematic Landau level structure corresponding to the observations in
(C). The dominant degeneracy sequence evolves smoothly from ⌫ = �4,�8,�12, ... at low density to ⌫ = �10,�14,�18, ... at
high density, switching around �ns/4.

sequence is identical to that in Bernal stacked bilayer
graphene, where interlayer tunneling leads to hybridiza-
tion. Quadratic band touching reminiscent of that sys-
tem does feature in several recent models of tBLG flat
bands [21, 22]; however, these models also feature addi-
tional Dirac point band crossings at low energy. Massless
Dirac points may play a role in phase shifts observed in
the quantum oscillations near ±ns/4: the 1, 3, 5... and
10, 14, 18... sequences are consistent with quantum os-
cillations of a single massless Dirac cone with ⇡-Berry
phase, with two-fold and four-fold degeneracy, respec-
tively. Alternatively, these phase shifts can arise when
cyclotron mass m⇤ becomes comparable to the bare elec-
tron mass me, leading to a coincidence between Zeeman
split Landau levels in di↵erent orbitals. Cyclotron mass
measurements may be able to distinguish these two band-
structure driven scenarios.

In contrast to the features near the CNP, a single-
particle model fails to predict the emergence of new se-
quences of quantum oscillations emerging from gapped

states at commensurate fillings of the moiré unit cell.
Furthermore, for each of the commensurate fillings, the
associated quantum oscillations disperse only in a sin-
gle direction for each carrier type (away from the CNP)
and abruptly terminate at the next commensurate filling.
In contrast, a simple band structure model with gapped
bands at commensurate filling would lead to quantum
oscillations emerging in both directions, raising ques-
tions regarding the detailed structure of the interaction-
modified bands.

Isospin ordering of the correlated insulators
Our observation that superconductivity appears only
at densities coincident with lower-degeneracy quantum
oscillations near half-filling — but not near insulating
states at quarter- and three-quarter filling — suggests
that the nature of symmetry breaking may be integral
to superconductivity. A wide array of candidate states
have already been proposed in the literature to describe
the correlated insulating states, including antiferromag-

Yankowitz
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40,000 T for graphene 

16 T for twisted bilayer graphene 



Hall response of an insulator:                                   with

Use the continuity & Maxwell-Faraday equations:
(practically: tune B field and gate voltage such that you remain insulating)

Gives us the Streda formula

Streda formula
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Model for a Quantum Hall Eff'ect without Landau Levels:
Condensed-Matter Realization of the "Parity Anomaly"

F. D. M. Haldane
Department ofPhysics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093

(Received 16 September 1987)

A two-dimensional condensed-matter lattice model is presented which exhibits a nonzero quantization
of the Hall conductance a" in the absence of an external magnetic field. Massless fermions without
spectral doubling occur at critical values of the model parameters, and exhibit the so-called "parity
anomaly" of (2+1)-dimensional field theories.

PACS numbers: 05.30.Fk, 11.30.Rd

The quantum Hall effect' (QHE) in two-dimensional
(2D) electron systems is usually associated with the pres-
ence of a uniform externally generated magnetic field,
which splits the spectrum of electron energy levels into
Landau levels. In this Letter I show how, in principle, a
QHE may also result from breaking of time-reversal
symmetry (i.e., magnetic ordering) without any net mag-
netic fiux through the unit cell of a periodic 2D system.
In this case, the electron states retain their usual Bloch
state character.
The model presented here is also interesting in that if

its parameters are on a critical line at which its ground
state changes from the normal semiconductor state to
this new type of QHE state, its low-energy states simu-
late a "(2+1)-dimensional" relativistic quantum field
theory exhibiting the so-called "parity anomaly" and a
(2+1)-D analog of "chiral" fermions without the
opposite-chirality anomaly-canceling partners that usu-
ally accompany them in lattice realizations of field
theories ("fermion doubling" ).
In the zero-temperature limit, the transverse conduc-

tivity o "3' of a periodic 2D electron system with a gap in
the single-particle density of states at the Fermi level
takes quantized values ve /h, where v is generally ra-
tional, but can only take i nteger values in the absence of
electron interactions. This property of a pure system is
stable against sufficiently weak disorder effects. Since
a" is odd under time reversal, a nonzero value can only
occur if time-reversal invariance is broken.
In the usual QHE, the gap at the Fermi level results

from the splitting of the spectrum into Landau levels by
an external magnetic field. The scenario considered here
is different, and involves a 2D semimetal where there is a
degeneracy at isolated points in the Brillouin zone be-
tween the top of the valence band and the bottom of the
conduction band, that is associated with the presence of
both inversion symmetry and time-reversal invariance.
If inversion symmetry is broken, a gap opens and the sys-
tem becomes a normal semiconductor (v=0), but if the
gap opens because time-reversal invariance is broken the
system becomes a v=+ 1 integer QHE state. If both
perturbations are present, their relative strengths deter-

,bg qb, ~,

FIG. 1. The honeycomb-net model ("2D graphite") showing
nearest-neighbor bonds (solid lines) and second-neighbor bonds
(dashed lines). Open and solid points, respectively, mark the A
and 8 sublattice sites. The Wigner-Seitz unit cell is con-
veniently centered on the point of sixfold rotation symmetry
(marked "+")and is then bounded by the hexagon of nearest-
neighbor bonds. Arrows on second-neighbor bonds mark the
directions of positive phase hopping in the state with broken
time-reversal invariance.

mine which type of state is realized.
To model a 2D semimetal, I use the "2D graphite"

model investigated previously by Semenoff as a possible
lattice realization of a (2+I)-D field theory with the
anomaly. 2D graphite has the honeycomb net structure,
consisting of two interpenetrating triangular lattices
("A" and "8"sublattices) with one lattice point of each
type per unit cell (Fig. 1). A 2D inversion (i.e., a rota-
tion in the plane by tr) interchanges the two sublattices.
Since spin-orbit coupling effects will not be included, the
electron spin will (for the moment) be suppressed.
Semenoff investigated the tight-binding model with

one orbital per site and a real hopping matrix element t ~

between nearest neighbors on different sublattices, and
also considered the effect of an inversion-symmetry-
breaking on-site energy +M on /I sites and —M on 8
sites. The model has point group Cs„(M=O) or C3„
(MAO). In this original version of the model, time-
reversal invariance is present, and Semenoff found com-
plete cancellation of the anomaly in the M =0 model due
to fermion doubling, and normal semiconductor behavior
for MAO.
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I now include a second real hopping term tz between
second-neighbor sites (i.e., between nearest-neighbor
sites on the same sublattice). This does not change the
space group, though it does eliminate a particle-hole
symmetry of the energy bands of the original model. To
break time-reversal invariance, I also add a periodic lo-
cal magnetic-flux density B(r) in the z direction normal
to the 2D plane, with the full symmetry of the lattice,
and with zero total flux through the unit cell.
Since the net flux per unit cell vanishes, the vector po-

tential A(r) can be chosen to be periodic. The effect of
this local field is to multiply the matrix element for hop-
ping between sites by the unimodular phase factor
exp[i(e/l'i) fA dr] where the integral is along the hop-
ping path, which I take to be rectilinear. The phases can
be chosen with any consistent convention such that the
total phase accumulated around a closed path adds up to
the flux enclosed in units of the flux quantum 40

Since closed paths of first-neighbor hops enclose com-
plete unit cells (and hence no net flux) the t ~ matrix ele-
ments are unaff'ected. The t2 matrix elements acquire a
phase &=2rr(2@, +Nb)/@o, where @, and @b are the
fluxes through the regions of the unit cell marked a and
b in Fig. 1. The hopping directions for which the ampli-

tudes are tzexp(+i&) are shown in Fig. 1: It can be
seen that the Hamiltonian has acquired a chirality if the
local field is present.
It is useful to consider a possible model for the origin

of such an internal magnetic field. Magnetic dipole mo-
ments p, ordered ferromagnetically normal to the plane,
are placed at the center of each hexagonal cell of the
honeycomb net, and B(r) is the sum of their dipole
fields. Note that ferromagnetic ordering in 2D does not
generate a uniform component of the magnetic-flux den-
sity. The absolute value of p is Ca p/a, where a is the
fine-structure constant, p is the dipole moment in Bohr
magneton units, a is the lattice spacing Bohr radii, and C
is a dimensionless constant (of order unity) which de-
pends on the lattice structure. If p and a are of order
unity in their natural units, the phase p in this model will
be a small quantity controlled by the fine-structure con-
stant.
To diagonalize the Hamiltonian, I use a basis of two-

component "spinors" (y~, y~) of Bloch states con-
structed on the two sublattices. Let al, a2, a3 be the dis-
placements from a B site to its three nearest-neighbor A
sites, defined so that i a~xa2 is positive. I also define
b~ a2 —a3, b2 a3 —al, etc. ; the set of displacements to
the six nearest neighbors on the same sublattice is
[+b;}. In this representation, the Hamiltonian becomes

r

H(k) =2tzcosy g;cos(k b;) I+i~ g; [cos(k a;)a'+sin(k a;)o ] + M—2t2sinp g;sin(k b;) a
where cr' are Pauli matrices. The Brillouin zone is a
hexagon rotated 90' with respect to the Wigner-Seitz
unit cell: At its six corners (k al, k a2, k a3) is a per-
mutation of (0,2rr/3, —2rr/3). The two distinct corners
k, are defined so that k, b; = (2rr/3) a, a = ~ 1.
The energy bands are easily obtained. There are two

bands which only touch if all three Pauli matrix terms in
(1) have vanishing coefficients. This can only occur at
zone corners k„and then only if M =3J3at2sinp. I will
assume )tz/t~ ~

( —,', which guarantees that the two
bands never overlap, and are separated by a finite gap
unless they touch.
If both M and t2sinp vanish, the bands touch at both

zone corners, where the group of the wave vector has
the unitary subgroup C3,„which contains a reflection
that interchanges the A and 8 sublattices. Apart from
the zone center, these are the only points in the Brillouin
zone where this group has irreducible representations
with dimensions greater than unity, and the degenerate
states at these points belong to the two-dimensional rep-
resentation. The touching of the bands at t~o distinct
points in the Brillouin zone is a manifestation of fermion
doubling. ' The degeneracy of the bands at these points
is lifted either by nonzero M or nonzero t2sinp, either of
which reduce the unitary subgroup to C3, which has only
one-dimensional irreducible representations.
When the Fermi level lies in a gap between two bands,

a ~ is quantized at T =0, and its value can be obtained

2016

through the thermodynamic relation cr" =err/BBo
~ „,T

evaluated at BO=O, where o is the 2D electric-charge
density, and Bo is the flux density of a uniform external
magnetic field in the z direction. To calculate the in-
duced charge density rr to a weak external magnetic
field, it is convenient to expand the Hamiltonian in the
neighborhood of the band extrema at the zone corners k,
to linear order in 8k=k —k, , and make the Landau-
Peierls substitution 68k II, where II=(II",IP) is the
dynamical momentum with components satisfying the
commutation relation [II",IIr] =ih, eBO.
For weak Bo, coupling between the two distinct zone

corners can be neglected, and two independent effective
Hamiltonians H, are obtained, where

H, =c(II'o —11 o')+m, czcr .

Here c= —', t~ ~a; ~/6 and m, c =M—343at2sinp; II,'
and H are Hermitian operators with the commutation
relation [II,', II,] =iaeBoh, defined by

(3)
After second-quantization, (2) is precisely the Hamil-
tonian of a free-fermion-field theory studied by Jackiw
as an (2+1)-D analog of the Dirac Hamiltonian.
The spectrum of (2) is relativistic; for 80 =0,
e, t(k) = +' [(h ck ) + (m, c )-] '

trivial gap“graphene”NNN hopping
with phase
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while for Bp&0, relativistic Landau levels are obtained
as follows:

e,„~= ~ [(rn,c ) +nb ~ eBp ~
c ] ' (n ~ I ),

e p =am, c sgn(eBp) .

(4a)

(4b)

Every n ~ 1 level that evolves out of the upper band as
Bp is turned on is balanced by a level that evolves from
the lower band. However, the n =0 "zero-mode" energy
is not symmetric under Bp —Bp. It evolves from the
upper band if am, eBp is positive, and from the lower
band if it is negative.
In the time-reversal symmetric case t2sin&=0, the two

masses m+ and m — are equal, and the sum of the
Landau-level spectra derived from the two distinct zone
corners is particle-hole symmetric, and invariant under
Bp Bp. In this case, a" 0 by time-reversal invari-
ance. As the Hainiltonian is changed, tr"i' remains in-
variant, provided the Fermi level remains in a gap.
When Bp 0, models where the Fermi level is in the gap
and rn ~ and m —have the same sign can evolve continu-
ously from the time-reversal invariant case, and hence
have 0'~ 0.
To calculate tr"r for models where rn~ and trt have

opposite signs, I continuously turn on the external field,
then vary m+ and m until they become equal, at the
same time varying the Fermi level so at all times it lies in
a gap. Comparison of the occupation numbers of the
Landau levels obtained this way with those obtained by
continuously applying the field to the time-reversal in-
variant system shows that they differ by the complete
filling of one Landau level. Thus at T=O and with a
fixed chemical potential, the application of a weak exter-
nal magnetic field to a system where m~ and m have
opposite signs induces an extra fteld dependent g-round-
state charge density Atr ~ e Bp/h relative to the field-
independent charge density when these parameters have

f2

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the spinless electron model with
~
tzlt~ ~

& —,'. Zero-field quantum Hall effect phases (v=+' l,
where o' =ve /h) occur if (Mlt2( &343(sing~. This figure
assumes that i2 is positive; if it is negative, v changes sign. At
the phase boundaries separating the anomalous and normal
(v=0) semiconductor phases, the low-energy excitations of the
model simulate undoubled massless chiral relativistic fermions.

the same sign. This allows 0." in the limit Bp=0 to be
evaluated as ve /h, where v= 2 [sgn(m —)—sgn(m+)l=+ 1 or 0. The phase diagram of v for the spinless
electron model as a function of M/t2 and p is shown in
Fig. 2.
I note that when the model has neither an inversion

center nor time-reversal invariance (i.e., when both M
and t2sinp are nonzero), so ~m~ ~

e ~m —~, the spec-
trum is no longer invariant under k —k, and the
fermion-doubling principle is defeated. In particular,
along the critical lines in the phase diagram where one of
rrt+ or rrt vanishes, the model has a low-lying massless
spectrum simulating nondegener ate relativistic chiral
fermions.
When m, 0, the fermion field theory derived from

the expansion (2) about the Fermi point with vanishing
gap has a charge-conjugation symmetry (particle-hole
symmetry) which is not present in the lattice model with
t2&0 from which it is derived. In the continuum field
theory, there is no lower bound to the Dirac sea of filled
electron states, and the establishment of absolute as op-
posed to relative values of cr"~ is ambiguous. Jackiw in-
vokes the charge-conjugation symmetry of (2) with
m =0 to assign the value o" =0 in the case of a
particle-hole symmetric Fermi level, where the "zero-
mode" Landau level (4b) is half filled. This would imply
a quantum Hall effect with v= 2 a if the zero mode is
filled, and v =——,

' a if it is empty. This suggests
"charge fractionalization, " and violates the principle
that a noninteracting electron system can only exhibit an
integral QHE. The model studied here shows how the
high-energy cutoff structure of a model with undoubled
fermions described by the relativistic Hamiltonian (2) at
low energies must break the charge-conjugation symme-
try, and give an extra contribution of +' —,

' to v, restor-
ing an integral QHE. Thus even if the low-energy spec-
trum consists of undoubled chiral fermions, their
partners must be present at high energies to restore a
properly integral QHE.
When electron spin is included without any other

change, there is an equal contribution from both spin
components, and 0 "r is doubled. However, a periodic lo-
cal magnetic field with the full symmetry of the lattice
will also couple to electrons with a Zeeman term 0'
=y&S', where S' is the azimuthal electron spin. This
term will relatively displace the up-spin and down-spin
bands by an energy ) hp, and if this exceeds the gap at
the Fermi level, the system will become a partially spin-
polarized metal. If —,

'
~ y ~

ii exceeds 3J3
~ t2 ~, the QHE

phases are completely eliminated, but if it is smaller,
they survive for small enough M and t2sinp. (The direct
transition from the normal to the anomalous semicon-
ductor phase as M is varied is then replaced by an inter-
mediate spin-polarized metallic phase. ) For the realiza-
tion of the internal field proposed earlier, yh (in units of
the rydberg) is given by C'g/a, where C' is another
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The emergence of half-filling states is not expected in the absence of 
interactions between electrons and appears to be correlated with the 
narrow bandwidth near the first magic angle. In our experiment, sev-
eral separate pieces of evidence support the presence of flat bands. First, 
we measured the temperature dependence of the amplitude of 
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in device D1, from which we extracted 
the effective mass of the electron, m* (Fig. 3b; see Methods and 
Extended Data Fig. 3 for analysis). For a Dirac spectrum with eight-fold 
degeneracy (spin, valley and layer), we expect that ⁎= / πm h n v(8 )2

F
2 , 

which scales as 1/vF . The large measured m* near charge neutrality in 
device D1 indicates a reduction in vF by a factor of 25 compared to 
monolayer graphene (4 ×   104 m s− 1 compared to 106 m s− 1). This large 
reduction in the Fermi velocity is a characteristic that is expected for flat 
bands. Second, we analysed the capacitance data of device D2 near the 
Dirac point (Fig. 3a) and found that vF needs to be reduced to about 
0.15v0 for a good fit to the data (Methods, Extended Data Fig. 1b). Third, 
another direct manifestation of flat bands is the flattening of the con-
ductance minimum at charge neutrality above a temperature of 40 K 
(thermal energy kT =  3.5 meV), as seen in Fig. 3c. Although the con-
ductance minimum in monolayer graphene can be observed clearly even 
near room temperature, it is smeared out in magic-angle TBG when the 
thermal energy kT becomes comparable to vFkθ/2 ≈   4 meV—the energy 
scale that spans the Dirac-like portion of the band (Fig. 1c)24–26.

Owing to the localized nature of the electrons, a plausible explanation 
for the gapped behaviour at half-filling is the formation of a Mott-like 
insulator driven by Coulomb interactions between electrons27,28. To 
this end, we consider a Hubbard model on a triangular lattice, with 
each site corresponding to a localized region with AA stacking in the 
moiré pattern (Fig. 1i). In Fig. 3d we show the bandwidth of the E >   0 
branch of the low-energy bands for 0.04° <   θ <   2° that we calculated 
numerically using a continuum model of TBG6. The bandwidth W is 
strongly suppressed near the magic angles. The on-site Coulomb energy 
U of each site is estimated to be e2/(4π εd), where d is the effective linear 

dimension of each site (with the same length scale as the moiré period), 
ε is the effective dielectric constant including screening and e is the 
electron charge. Combining ε and the dependence of d on twist angle 
into a single constant κ, we write U =  e2θ/(4π ε0κa), where a =  0.246 nm 
is the lattice constant of monolayer graphene. In Fig. 3d we plot the 
on-site energy U versus θ for κ =  4–20. As a reference, κ =  4 if we 
assume ε =  10ε0 and d is 40% of the moiré wavelength. For a range of 
possible values of κ it is therefore reasonable that U/W >   1 occurs near 
the magic angles and results in half-filling Mott-like gaps27. However, 
the realistic scenario is much more complicated than these simplistic 
estimates; a complete understanding requires detailed theoretical anal-
yses of the interactions responsible for the correlated gaps.

The Shubnikov–de Haas oscillation frequency fSdH (Fig. 3b) also 
supports the existence of Mott-like correlated gaps at half-filling. Near 
the charge neutrality point, the oscillation frequency closely follows 
fSdH =  φ0| n| /M where φ0 =  h/e is the flux quantum and M =  4 indicates 
the spin and valley degeneracies. However, at | n|  >   ns/2, we observe 
oscillation frequencies that corresponds to straight lines, fSdH =  φ0(| n|   
−   ns/2)/M, in which M has a reduced value of 2. Moreover, these lines 
extrapolate to zero exactly at the densities of the half-filling states, n =   
±  ns/2. These oscillations point to small Fermi pockets that result from 
doping the half-filling states, which might originate from charged 
quasi particles near a Mott-like insulator phase29. The halved degener-
acy of the Fermi pockets might be related to the spin–charge separation 
that is predicted in a Mott insulator29. These results are also supported 
by Hall measurements at 0.3 K (Extended Data Fig. 4; see Methods for 
discussion), which show a ‘resetting’ of the Hall densities when the 
system is electrostatically doped beyond the Mott-like states.

The half-filling states at ±  ns/2 are suppressed by the application 
of a magnetic field. In Fig. 4a, b we show that both insulating phases 
start to conduct at a perpendicular field of B =  4 T and recover normal 
conductance by B =  8 T. A similar effect is observed for an in-plane 
magnetic field (Extended Data Fig. 5d). The insensitivity to field  
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Figure 2 | Half-filling insulating states in magic-angle TBG. a, Measured 
conductance G of magic-angle TBG device D1 with θ =  1.08° and 
T =  0.3 K. The Dirac point is located at n =  0. The lighter-shaded regions 
are superlattice gaps at carrier density n =  ±  ns =  ±  2.7 ×   1012 cm− 2. The 
darker-shaded regions denote half-filling states at ±  ns/2. The inset shows 
the density locations of half-filling states in the four different devices. 

See Methods for a definition of the error bars. b, Minimum conductance 
values in the p-side (red) and n-side (blue) half-filling states in device 
D1. The dashed lines are fits of exp[−  ∆ /(2kT)] to the data, where 
∆  ≈   0.31 meV is the thermal activation gap. c, d, Temperature-dependent 
conductance of D1 for temperatures from about 0.3 K (black) to 1.7 K 
(orange) near the p-side (c) and n-side (d) half-filling states.
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The emergence of half-filling states is not expected in the absence of 
interactions between electrons and appears to be correlated with the 
narrow bandwidth near the first magic angle. In our experiment, sev-
eral separate pieces of evidence support the presence of flat bands. First, 
we measured the temperature dependence of the amplitude of 
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in device D1, from which we extracted 
the effective mass of the electron, m* (Fig. 3b; see Methods and 
Extended Data Fig. 3 for analysis). For a Dirac spectrum with eight-fold 
degeneracy (spin, valley and layer), we expect that ⁎= / πm h n v(8 )2

F
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which scales as 1/vF . The large measured m* near charge neutrality in 
device D1 indicates a reduction in vF by a factor of 25 compared to 
monolayer graphene (4 ×   104 m s− 1 compared to 106 m s− 1). This large 
reduction in the Fermi velocity is a characteristic that is expected for flat 
bands. Second, we analysed the capacitance data of device D2 near the 
Dirac point (Fig. 3a) and found that vF needs to be reduced to about 
0.15v0 for a good fit to the data (Methods, Extended Data Fig. 1b). Third, 
another direct manifestation of flat bands is the flattening of the con-
ductance minimum at charge neutrality above a temperature of 40 K 
(thermal energy kT =  3.5 meV), as seen in Fig. 3c. Although the con-
ductance minimum in monolayer graphene can be observed clearly even 
near room temperature, it is smeared out in magic-angle TBG when the 
thermal energy kT becomes comparable to vFkθ/2 ≈   4 meV—the energy 
scale that spans the Dirac-like portion of the band (Fig. 1c)24–26.

Owing to the localized nature of the electrons, a plausible explanation 
for the gapped behaviour at half-filling is the formation of a Mott-like 
insulator driven by Coulomb interactions between electrons27,28. To 
this end, we consider a Hubbard model on a triangular lattice, with 
each site corresponding to a localized region with AA stacking in the 
moiré pattern (Fig. 1i). In Fig. 3d we show the bandwidth of the E >   0 
branch of the low-energy bands for 0.04° <   θ <   2° that we calculated 
numerically using a continuum model of TBG6. The bandwidth W is 
strongly suppressed near the magic angles. The on-site Coulomb energy 
U of each site is estimated to be e2/(4π εd), where d is the effective linear 

dimension of each site (with the same length scale as the moiré period), 
ε is the effective dielectric constant including screening and e is the 
electron charge. Combining ε and the dependence of d on twist angle 
into a single constant κ, we write U =  e2θ/(4π ε0κa), where a =  0.246 nm 
is the lattice constant of monolayer graphene. In Fig. 3d we plot the 
on-site energy U versus θ for κ =  4–20. As a reference, κ =  4 if we 
assume ε =  10ε0 and d is 40% of the moiré wavelength. For a range of 
possible values of κ it is therefore reasonable that U/W >   1 occurs near 
the magic angles and results in half-filling Mott-like gaps27. However, 
the realistic scenario is much more complicated than these simplistic 
estimates; a complete understanding requires detailed theoretical anal-
yses of the interactions responsible for the correlated gaps.

The Shubnikov–de Haas oscillation frequency fSdH (Fig. 3b) also 
supports the existence of Mott-like correlated gaps at half-filling. Near 
the charge neutrality point, the oscillation frequency closely follows 
fSdH =  φ0| n| /M where φ0 =  h/e is the flux quantum and M =  4 indicates 
the spin and valley degeneracies. However, at | n|  >   ns/2, we observe 
oscillation frequencies that corresponds to straight lines, fSdH =  φ0(| n|   
−   ns/2)/M, in which M has a reduced value of 2. Moreover, these lines 
extrapolate to zero exactly at the densities of the half-filling states, n =   
±  ns/2. These oscillations point to small Fermi pockets that result from 
doping the half-filling states, which might originate from charged 
quasi particles near a Mott-like insulator phase29. The halved degener-
acy of the Fermi pockets might be related to the spin–charge separation 
that is predicted in a Mott insulator29. These results are also supported 
by Hall measurements at 0.3 K (Extended Data Fig. 4; see Methods for 
discussion), which show a ‘resetting’ of the Hall densities when the 
system is electrostatically doped beyond the Mott-like states.

The half-filling states at ±  ns/2 are suppressed by the application 
of a magnetic field. In Fig. 4a, b we show that both insulating phases 
start to conduct at a perpendicular field of B =  4 T and recover normal 
conductance by B =  8 T. A similar effect is observed for an in-plane 
magnetic field (Extended Data Fig. 5d). The insensitivity to field  
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∆  ≈   0.31 meV is the thermal activation gap. c, d, Temperature-dependent 
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Twisted Bilayers
Quick recap of twisted bilayer physics
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(Cao Nature 2018)



hBN alignment with graphene
hBN substrate is hexagonal but 
has 1.6% larger lattice constant

When graphene is placed on 
top, structural relaxation favors 
BA stacking

Leading in graphene to 
sublattice symmetry breaking
(Jung Nature Comm. 2015)

8

the magnitude of lM but ignores the variations in the shape of the
moire pattern.

Similar to the p-electron Hamiltonian, the G sheet energy can
be written as the sum of an isolated G layer contribution and a
substrate interaction contribution that depends on the local band
alignment d(r). The substrate interaction U(d) is most attractive
when half the carbon atoms are directly above boron atoms, and
the centres of G’s hexagonal plaquettes are directly above the
nitrogen atoms (BA alignment). This alignment is energetically
more stable than one in which half the carbon atoms sit on top of
nitrogen (AB alignment), or one in which all carbon atoms sit on
top of either boron and nitrogen atoms (AA stacking). By
performing ab initio calculations for commensurate lattices we
find that UBAoUABoUAA. The full dependence of U on d is
plotted in Fig. 2.

When e or y are nonzero, the substrate interaction forces
plotted in Fig. 2 drive strains that attempt to match G and BN
lattice constants locally and increase the sample area that is close
to local BA coordination. For a given value of e, the G sheet lattice
constant expansion near BA points must be compensated by
lattice compression elsewhere. This kind of local expansion and
compression of the G lattice within the moiré unit cell was
recently identified experimentally11,14.

We determine the strains by minimizing the sum of the
isolated G and substrate interaction energies. For the long-period
moiré lattices, the G sheet energy is accurately parameterized in

terms of its elastic constants. The competition between isolated G
and substrate interaction energies can then be understood by
comparing the energies of the configurations in which the two
terms are minimized separately. The substrate interaction energy
is minimized by maintaining perfect BA alignment everywhere
and therefore establishing commensurability between the BN and
G lattices. Because the lattice constants of BN and G differ,
this arrangement has an elastic energy cost in the G sheet. After
an elementary calculation we find that the total energy per area is

eBA ¼ UBA=A0 þ 2ðl þmÞe20 ð3Þ
where l and m are elastic constants, e0 is the relative difference
between BN and G lattice constants and A0 is the unit cell area of
G. The elastic energy, on the other hand, is minimized by keeping
the G sheet lattice constant at its isolated value. In this
configuration, because of the linear relationship between d and
r the substrate interaction energy per unit area is equal to the
average of U(d) over d:

eiso ¼ !U=A04UBA=A0: ð4Þ
As indicated in Fig. 1, when our theoretical values for U are
combined with the elastic constants of a G sheet, the energy of the
commensurate state is substantially lower. However, equation (3)
overestimates the elastic energy cost of lattice-matching between
BN and G. For example, in the extreme case of a single BN layer,
lattice-matching can be achieved by adjusting the lattice constants
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hBN alignment on TBG
Very beautiful result for TBG: 

◦ Include the sublattice breaking on one of the layers
◦ Leads to a gap at K and K’ point

Above: bandstructure for a single valley.

(Bultinck arXiv:1901.08110) (Serlin arXiv:1907.00261)
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FIG. 1. Quantized anomalous Hall effect in twisted bilayer graphene (A) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance Rxy as a
function of carrier density n at 150 mT. Rxy reaches h/e2 and Rxx approaches zero near ⌫ = 3. Data are corrected for mixing of Rxx and
Rxy components by symmetrizing with respect to magnetic field at B = ±150 mT [30]. (B) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance
Rxy measured at n = 2.37⇥1012cm�2 as a function of B. Data are corrected for mixing using contact symmetrization[30]. Sweep directions
are indicated by arrows. (C) Hall resistance Rxy as a function of magnetic field B and density n. Hysteresis loop areas are shaded for clarity.
The rear wall shows field-training symmetrized values of Rxy at B = 0. Rxy(0) becomes nonzero when ferromagnetism appears, and reaches
a plateau of h/e2 near a density of n = 2.37⇥ 1012cm�2. (D) Schematic band structure at full filling of a moiré unit cell (⌫ = 4) and ⌫ = 3.
The net Chern number Cnet 6= 0 at ⌫ = 3.

of ⌫ 2 (2.84, 3.68) (see Fig. S9).
Fig. 1D shows a schematic representation of the band struc-

ture at full filling (⌫ = 4) and at ⌫ = 3. In the absence
of interaction-driven order, the spin-degenerate bands in each
valley have total Chern number ±2 (Fig. 1D). The observed
QAH state occurs because the exchange energy is minimized
when an excess valley- and spin-polarized Chern band[19, 20]
is occupied, spontaneously breaking time-reversal symmetry.
Magnetic order in two dimensions requires anisotropy. In
graphene, the vanishingly small spin orbit coupling provides
negligible anisotropy for the spin system. It is thus likely
that the observed magnetism is orbital, with strong, easy-
axis anisotropy arising from the two dimensional nature of the
graphene bands[19, 20, 27, 28, 33].

The phenomenology of ⌫ = 3 filling is nonuniversal across
devices: some samples are metallic[24, 25], some[27, 34]
show a robust, thermally activated trivial insulator while oth-
ers show an anomalous Hall effect[28]. This is consistent with
theoretical expectation[33] that the phase diagram at integer ⌫

is highly sensitive to model details which, in our experiment,
may be controlled by sample strain[35] and alignment to an
hBN encapsulant layer that breaks the C2 rotation symmetry
of tBLG[19, 20]. The prior report of magnetic hysteresis at
⌫ = 3 was indeed associated with close alignment of one of
the two hBN encapsulant layers[28], a feature shared by our
device[30]. Additional features of the transport phenomenol-
ogy presented here further suggest that the single particle band
structure of the device is significantly modified relative to un-
aligned tBLG devices, and suggest that hBN aligned samples
constitute a different class of tBLG devices with distinct phe-
nomenology. First, our device shows only a weakly resistive
feature at ⌫ = 2, but a robust thermally activated insulator
at charge neutrality. Remarkably, this ⌫ = 0 insulator has a
larger activation gap than even the states at ⌫ = ±4, which
are much smaller than typical[30]. Second, the quantum os-
cillations are highly anomalous, with hole-like quantum os-
cillations originating at ⌫ = 2, again in contrast to all prior
reports[24–27]. While no detailed theory for these observa-
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Ferromagnetism
Imagine at n=3 filling you have a spin & valley polarized state

But why would you expect ferromagnetism?
◦ Superexchange typically gives antiferromagnetic coupling
◦ Direct exchange between Wannier orbitals gives ferromagnetic coupling

(Ochi, arXiv:1805.09606; Kang, arXiv:1810.08642)
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FIG. 1. Quantized anomalous Hall effect in twisted bilayer graphene (A) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance Rxy as a
function of carrier density n at 150 mT. Rxy reaches h/e2 and Rxx approaches zero near ⌫ = 3. Data are corrected for mixing of Rxx and
Rxy components by symmetrizing with respect to magnetic field at B = ±150 mT [30]. (B) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance
Rxy measured at n = 2.37⇥1012cm�2 as a function of B. Data are corrected for mixing using contact symmetrization[30]. Sweep directions
are indicated by arrows. (C) Hall resistance Rxy as a function of magnetic field B and density n. Hysteresis loop areas are shaded for clarity.
The rear wall shows field-training symmetrized values of Rxy at B = 0. Rxy(0) becomes nonzero when ferromagnetism appears, and reaches
a plateau of h/e2 near a density of n = 2.37⇥ 1012cm�2. (D) Schematic band structure at full filling of a moiré unit cell (⌫ = 4) and ⌫ = 3.
The net Chern number Cnet 6= 0 at ⌫ = 3.

of ⌫ 2 (2.84, 3.68) (see Fig. S9).
Fig. 1D shows a schematic representation of the band struc-

ture at full filling (⌫ = 4) and at ⌫ = 3. In the absence
of interaction-driven order, the spin-degenerate bands in each
valley have total Chern number ±2 (Fig. 1D). The observed
QAH state occurs because the exchange energy is minimized
when an excess valley- and spin-polarized Chern band[19, 20]
is occupied, spontaneously breaking time-reversal symmetry.
Magnetic order in two dimensions requires anisotropy. In
graphene, the vanishingly small spin orbit coupling provides
negligible anisotropy for the spin system. It is thus likely
that the observed magnetism is orbital, with strong, easy-
axis anisotropy arising from the two dimensional nature of the
graphene bands[19, 20, 27, 28, 33].

The phenomenology of ⌫ = 3 filling is nonuniversal across
devices: some samples are metallic[24, 25], some[27, 34]
show a robust, thermally activated trivial insulator while oth-
ers show an anomalous Hall effect[28]. This is consistent with
theoretical expectation[33] that the phase diagram at integer ⌫

is highly sensitive to model details which, in our experiment,
may be controlled by sample strain[35] and alignment to an
hBN encapsulant layer that breaks the C2 rotation symmetry
of tBLG[19, 20]. The prior report of magnetic hysteresis at
⌫ = 3 was indeed associated with close alignment of one of
the two hBN encapsulant layers[28], a feature shared by our
device[30]. Additional features of the transport phenomenol-
ogy presented here further suggest that the single particle band
structure of the device is significantly modified relative to un-
aligned tBLG devices, and suggest that hBN aligned samples
constitute a different class of tBLG devices with distinct phe-
nomenology. First, our device shows only a weakly resistive
feature at ⌫ = 2, but a robust thermally activated insulator
at charge neutrality. Remarkably, this ⌫ = 0 insulator has a
larger activation gap than even the states at ⌫ = ±4, which
are much smaller than typical[30]. Second, the quantum os-
cillations are highly anomalous, with hole-like quantum os-
cillations originating at ⌫ = 2, again in contrast to all prior
reports[24–27]. While no detailed theory for these observa-

Insulator
Net nonzero Chern number
Breaks time-reversal symmetry
Quantum Anomalous Hall effect!



Stanford Experiment (1)
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Figure 2: Emergent ferromagnetism near three-quarters filling. (A) Magnetic field depen-
dence of the longitudinal resistance Rxx (upper panel) and Hall resistance Ryx (lower panel)
with n/ns = 0.746 and D/✏0 = �0.62 V/nm at 30 mK, demonstrating a hysteretic anomalous
Hall effect resulting from emergent magnetic order. The solid and dashed lines correspond to
measurements taken while sweeping the magnetic field B up and down, respectively. (B) Zero-
field anomalous Hall resistance RAH

yx
(red) and ordinary Hall slope RH (blue) as a function of

n/ns for D ⇡ �0.6 V/nm. RAH
yx

is peaked sharply with a maximum around n/ns = 0.758,
coincident with RH changing sign. These parameters are extracted from line fits of Ryx versus
B on the upward and downward sweeping traces in a region where the B-dependence appears
dominated by the ordinary Hall effect. The error bars reflect fitting parameter uncertainty along
with the effect of varying the fitting window, and are omitted when smaller than the marker. (C)
Temperature dependence of Ryx versus B at D✏0 = �0.62 V/nm and n/ns = n/ns = 0.746
between 46 mK and 5.0 K, showing the hysteresis loop closing with increasing temperature.
Successive curves are offset vertically by 20 k⌦ for clarity. (D) Coercive field and anoma-
lous Hall resistance (extracted using the same fitting procedure as above) plotted as a function
of temperature from the same data partially shown in (C). Data in Fig. 2 were taken during
a separate cooldown from that of the data in the rest of the figures, but show representative
behavior (13).
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Stanford Experiment (2)
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Figure 4: Current-driven switching of the magnetization. Differential Hall resistance
dVyx/dI measured with a 5 nA AC bias as a function of an applied DC current IDC at 2.1 K with
D/✏0 = �0.22 V/nm and n/ns = 0.749. After magnetizing the sample in a �500 mT field
and returning to B = 0, IDC was swept from 0 to �50 nA (black trace), resulting in dVyx/dI
changing sign. Successive loops in IDC between ±50 nA demonstrate reversible and repeatable
switching of the differential Hall resistance (red and blue, with solid and dashed traces corre-
sponding to opposite sweep directions). Note that dVyx/dI is plotted against �IDC for better
comparison with magnetic field hysteresis loops.
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Applying a DC current in the plane can switch the polarized state



Santa Barbara Experiment (1)
Measure longitudinal and transverse resistivity as a function of doping

(done at weak field of 150 mT and low T=1.6 K) 

Serlin, arXiv:1907.00261 13
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FIG. 1. Quantized anomalous Hall effect in twisted bilayer graphene (A) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance Rxy as a
function of carrier density n at 150 mT. Rxy reaches h/e2 and Rxx approaches zero near ⌫ = 3. Data are corrected for mixing of Rxx and
Rxy components by symmetrizing with respect to magnetic field at B = ±150 mT [30]. (B) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance
Rxy measured at n = 2.37⇥1012cm�2 as a function of B. Data are corrected for mixing using contact symmetrization[30]. Sweep directions
are indicated by arrows. (C) Hall resistance Rxy as a function of magnetic field B and density n. Hysteresis loop areas are shaded for clarity.
The rear wall shows field-training symmetrized values of Rxy at B = 0. Rxy(0) becomes nonzero when ferromagnetism appears, and reaches
a plateau of h/e2 near a density of n = 2.37⇥ 1012cm�2. (D) Schematic band structure at full filling of a moiré unit cell (⌫ = 4) and ⌫ = 3.
The net Chern number Cnet 6= 0 at ⌫ = 3.

of ⌫ 2 (2.84, 3.68) (see Fig. S9).
Fig. 1D shows a schematic representation of the band struc-

ture at full filling (⌫ = 4) and at ⌫ = 3. In the absence
of interaction-driven order, the spin-degenerate bands in each
valley have total Chern number ±2 (Fig. 1D). The observed
QAH state occurs because the exchange energy is minimized
when an excess valley- and spin-polarized Chern band[19, 20]
is occupied, spontaneously breaking time-reversal symmetry.
Magnetic order in two dimensions requires anisotropy. In
graphene, the vanishingly small spin orbit coupling provides
negligible anisotropy for the spin system. It is thus likely
that the observed magnetism is orbital, with strong, easy-
axis anisotropy arising from the two dimensional nature of the
graphene bands[19, 20, 27, 28, 33].

The phenomenology of ⌫ = 3 filling is nonuniversal across
devices: some samples are metallic[24, 25], some[27, 34]
show a robust, thermally activated trivial insulator while oth-
ers show an anomalous Hall effect[28]. This is consistent with
theoretical expectation[33] that the phase diagram at integer ⌫

is highly sensitive to model details which, in our experiment,
may be controlled by sample strain[35] and alignment to an
hBN encapsulant layer that breaks the C2 rotation symmetry
of tBLG[19, 20]. The prior report of magnetic hysteresis at
⌫ = 3 was indeed associated with close alignment of one of
the two hBN encapsulant layers[28], a feature shared by our
device[30]. Additional features of the transport phenomenol-
ogy presented here further suggest that the single particle band
structure of the device is significantly modified relative to un-
aligned tBLG devices, and suggest that hBN aligned samples
constitute a different class of tBLG devices with distinct phe-
nomenology. First, our device shows only a weakly resistive
feature at ⌫ = 2, but a robust thermally activated insulator
at charge neutrality. Remarkably, this ⌫ = 0 insulator has a
larger activation gap than even the states at ⌫ = ±4, which
are much smaller than typical[30]. Second, the quantum os-
cillations are highly anomalous, with hole-like quantum os-
cillations originating at ⌫ = 2, again in contrast to all prior
reports[24–27]. While no detailed theory for these observa-
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Santa Barbara Experiment (2)
At n=3 filling and T=1.6 K, get hysteresis and a perfect
Quantum Anomalous Hall effect
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FIG. 1. Quantized anomalous Hall effect in twisted bilayer graphene (A) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance Rxy as a
function of carrier density n at 150 mT. Rxy reaches h/e2 and Rxx approaches zero near ⌫ = 3. Data are corrected for mixing of Rxx and
Rxy components by symmetrizing with respect to magnetic field at B = ±150 mT [30]. (B) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall resistance
Rxy measured at n = 2.37⇥1012cm�2 as a function of B. Data are corrected for mixing using contact symmetrization[30]. Sweep directions
are indicated by arrows. (C) Hall resistance Rxy as a function of magnetic field B and density n. Hysteresis loop areas are shaded for clarity.
The rear wall shows field-training symmetrized values of Rxy at B = 0. Rxy(0) becomes nonzero when ferromagnetism appears, and reaches
a plateau of h/e2 near a density of n = 2.37⇥ 1012cm�2. (D) Schematic band structure at full filling of a moiré unit cell (⌫ = 4) and ⌫ = 3.
The net Chern number Cnet 6= 0 at ⌫ = 3.

of ⌫ 2 (2.84, 3.68) (see Fig. S9).
Fig. 1D shows a schematic representation of the band struc-

ture at full filling (⌫ = 4) and at ⌫ = 3. In the absence
of interaction-driven order, the spin-degenerate bands in each
valley have total Chern number ±2 (Fig. 1D). The observed
QAH state occurs because the exchange energy is minimized
when an excess valley- and spin-polarized Chern band[19, 20]
is occupied, spontaneously breaking time-reversal symmetry.
Magnetic order in two dimensions requires anisotropy. In
graphene, the vanishingly small spin orbit coupling provides
negligible anisotropy for the spin system. It is thus likely
that the observed magnetism is orbital, with strong, easy-
axis anisotropy arising from the two dimensional nature of the
graphene bands[19, 20, 27, 28, 33].

The phenomenology of ⌫ = 3 filling is nonuniversal across
devices: some samples are metallic[24, 25], some[27, 34]
show a robust, thermally activated trivial insulator while oth-
ers show an anomalous Hall effect[28]. This is consistent with
theoretical expectation[33] that the phase diagram at integer ⌫

is highly sensitive to model details which, in our experiment,
may be controlled by sample strain[35] and alignment to an
hBN encapsulant layer that breaks the C2 rotation symmetry
of tBLG[19, 20]. The prior report of magnetic hysteresis at
⌫ = 3 was indeed associated with close alignment of one of
the two hBN encapsulant layers[28], a feature shared by our
device[30]. Additional features of the transport phenomenol-
ogy presented here further suggest that the single particle band
structure of the device is significantly modified relative to un-
aligned tBLG devices, and suggest that hBN aligned samples
constitute a different class of tBLG devices with distinct phe-
nomenology. First, our device shows only a weakly resistive
feature at ⌫ = 2, but a robust thermally activated insulator
at charge neutrality. Remarkably, this ⌫ = 0 insulator has a
larger activation gap than even the states at ⌫ = ±4, which
are much smaller than typical[30]. Second, the quantum os-
cillations are highly anomalous, with hole-like quantum os-
cillations originating at ⌫ = 2, again in contrast to all prior
reports[24–27]. While no detailed theory for these observa-
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Santa Barbara Experiment (3)
Same data, now as a function of temperature
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the quantum anomalous Hall effect. (A) Rxy and (B) Rxx as a function of B measured at various
temperatures for n = 2.37⇥1012 cm�2. Rxx and Rxy mixing was corrected using contact symmetrization[30]. (C) Temperature dependence
of the field-training symmetrized resistance R̄xy at B = 0, described in the main text. Data from 8 K to 10 K are multiplied by 10 so that the
persistence of hysteresis up to the Curie temperature TC ⇡ 9 K is evident. The inset presents R̄xy at B = 0 at low temperatures, where it
saturates for T < 2.7 K to a value of (1.001 ± 0.0002) ⇥ h

e2
. Error bars are the standard error derived from 11 consecutive measurements.

(D) Arrhenius plots of field training symmetrized resistances R̄xx and �R̄xy = h/e2 � R̄xy . Dotted lines denote representative activation
fits. Systematic treatment of uncertainty arising from the absence of a single activated regime gives � = 31± 11 K and 26± 4 K for R̄xx and
�R̄xy , respectively[30].

tions is available, the extreme sensitivity of the detailed struc-
ture of the flat bands to model parameters, combined with
observations that hBN substrates can produce energy gaps
as large as 30 meV in monolayer graphene[36], point to the
role of the substrate in tipping the balance between competing
many-body ground states at ⌫ = 3 in favor of the QAH state.

Figs. 2A and B show the temperature dependence of major
hysteresis loops in Rxx and Rxy , respectively. As T increases,
we observe both a departure from resistance quantization and
a suppression of hysteresis, with the Hall effect showing linear
behavior in field by T = 12 K. In our measurments, we ob-
serve resistance offsets of ⇠ 1 k⌦ from the ideal value, which
vanish when resistance is symmetrized or antisymmetrized
with respect to magnetic field (or, for B ⇡ 0, with respect
to field training). This is likely the result of a large con-
tact resistance associated with one of the electrical contacts
used[30]. For quantitative analysis of the T -dependent data,
we thus study field-training symmetrized resistances, denoted
R̄xy and R̄xx. Figure 2C shows R̄xy(0). We determine the
Curie temperature to be TC ⇡ 9 K from the onset of a fi-
nite R̄xy(0), which indicates spontaneously broken time re-
versal symmetry. At low temperatures, R̄xy is quantized to

(1.001 ± 0.0002) ⇥ h

e2
, remaining quantized up to T = 3 K

before detectable deviation is observed.
To quantitatively assess the energy scales associated with

the QAH state, we measure the activation energy at low tem-
perature. Fig. 2D shows both the measured R̄xx and the devi-
ation from quantization of the Hall resistance, �R̄xy = h/e2�
R̄xy , on an Arrhenius plot. We assume that the Hall conduc-
tivity �xy is approximately T -independent and the longitudi-
nal conductivity �xx ⇠ e��/(2T ), where � is the energy cost
of creating and separating a particle-antiparticle excitation of
the QAH state. Within this picture, inverting the conductivity
tensor gives �Rxy ⇠ e��/(T ) while Rxx ⇠ e��/(2T )[30].
We find the activation gaps extracted from fitting �R̄xy and
R̄xx to be � = 26 ± 4 K and � = 31 ± 12 K, respectively,
with the large uncertainty in the latter arising from the absence
of a single simply activated regime[30]. The activation energy
is thus several times larger than TC , in contrast to magneti-
cally doped topological insulator films where activation gaps
are typically 10-50 times smaller than TC[5, 6, 30].

Ferromagnetic domains in tBLG interact strongly with ap-
plied current[28]. In our device, this allows deterministic
electrical control over domain polarization using exception-
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saturates for T < 2.7 K to a value of (1.001 ± 0.0002) ⇥ h

e2
. Error bars are the standard error derived from 11 consecutive measurements.

(D) Arrhenius plots of field training symmetrized resistances R̄xx and �R̄xy = h/e2 � R̄xy . Dotted lines denote representative activation
fits. Systematic treatment of uncertainty arising from the absence of a single activated regime gives � = 31± 11 K and 26± 4 K for R̄xx and
�R̄xy , respectively[30].

tions is available, the extreme sensitivity of the detailed struc-
ture of the flat bands to model parameters, combined with
observations that hBN substrates can produce energy gaps
as large as 30 meV in monolayer graphene[36], point to the
role of the substrate in tipping the balance between competing
many-body ground states at ⌫ = 3 in favor of the QAH state.

Figs. 2A and B show the temperature dependence of major
hysteresis loops in Rxx and Rxy , respectively. As T increases,
we observe both a departure from resistance quantization and
a suppression of hysteresis, with the Hall effect showing linear
behavior in field by T = 12 K. In our measurments, we ob-
serve resistance offsets of ⇠ 1 k⌦ from the ideal value, which
vanish when resistance is symmetrized or antisymmetrized
with respect to magnetic field (or, for B ⇡ 0, with respect
to field training). This is likely the result of a large con-
tact resistance associated with one of the electrical contacts
used[30]. For quantitative analysis of the T -dependent data,
we thus study field-training symmetrized resistances, denoted
R̄xy and R̄xx. Figure 2C shows R̄xy(0). We determine the
Curie temperature to be TC ⇡ 9 K from the onset of a fi-
nite R̄xy(0), which indicates spontaneously broken time re-
versal symmetry. At low temperatures, R̄xy is quantized to

(1.001 ± 0.0002) ⇥ h

e2
, remaining quantized up to T = 3 K

before detectable deviation is observed.
To quantitatively assess the energy scales associated with

the QAH state, we measure the activation energy at low tem-
perature. Fig. 2D shows both the measured R̄xx and the devi-
ation from quantization of the Hall resistance, �R̄xy = h/e2�
R̄xy , on an Arrhenius plot. We assume that the Hall conduc-
tivity �xy is approximately T -independent and the longitudi-
nal conductivity �xx ⇠ e��/(2T ), where � is the energy cost
of creating and separating a particle-antiparticle excitation of
the QAH state. Within this picture, inverting the conductivity
tensor gives �Rxy ⇠ e��/(T ) while Rxx ⇠ e��/(2T )[30].
We find the activation gaps extracted from fitting �R̄xy and
R̄xx to be � = 26 ± 4 K and � = 31 ± 12 K, respectively,
with the large uncertainty in the latter arising from the absence
of a single simply activated regime[30]. The activation energy
is thus several times larger than TC , in contrast to magneti-
cally doped topological insulator films where activation gaps
are typically 10-50 times smaller than TC[5, 6, 30].

Ferromagnetic domains in tBLG interact strongly with ap-
plied current[28]. In our device, this allows deterministic
electrical control over domain polarization using exception-
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FIG. S7. Quantum oscillations in QAH region. (A) Magnetic field and density dependence of Rxx in the device at 1.6 K. Data are taken from
-5T to 5T and symmetrized with respect to magnetic field. (B) Schematic lines representing the evolution of minima in Rxx(n,B) associated
with topologically nontrivial bands. Green lines labelling C = ±1, �2, ±4, ±6 mark quantum oscillations around the charge neutrality point.
Similar sketches mark quantum oscillations around ⌫ = �4 (orange, C = -4, -6), ⌫ = 2 (dark blue, C = -2, -4), ⌫ = 3 (light blue, C = -2, 1),
and ⌫ = 4 (red, C = 4, 4, 8, 12, 16). The two C = 4 states marked in red near ⌫ = 4 are inconsistent with a single moiré pattern, implying
either hBN-graphene alignment or disorder in the tBLG twist angle. The C = 1 state marked in light blue corresponds to the QAH state.
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Santa Barbara Experiment (4)
Same data, now as a function of doping and field to see Landau fans
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Santa Barbara Experiment (5)
Current-induced switching of magnetization at higher T
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FIG. 3. Current controlled magnetic switching. (A) Rxy as a
function of applied DC current, showing hysteresis as a function
of DC current analogous to the response to an applied magnetic
field. Insets: schematic illustrations of current controlled orbital
magnetism. (B) Nonvolatile electrical writing and reading of a mag-
netic bit at T = 6.5 K and B = 0. A succession of 20 nA current
pulses of alternating signs controllably reverses the magnetization,
which is read out using the AC Hall voltage. The magnetization state
of the bit is stable for at least 103 s [30]. (C) Rxy as a function of
both DC bias current and magnetic field at 7 K. Opposite directions
of DC current preferentially stabilize opposite magnetization states
of the bit. Measurements presented in (A - C) are neither field nor
Onsager symmetrized, which produces an offset in Rxy .

ally small DC currents. Figure 3A shows Rxy at 6.5 K and
B=0, measured using a small AC excitation of ⇠ 100 pA to
which we add a variable DC current bias. We find that the ap-
plied DC currents drive switching analogous to that observed
in an applied magnetic field, producing hysteretic switching
between magnetization states. DC currents of a few nanoamps
are sufficient to completely reverse the magnetization, which
is then indefinitely stable[30]. Figure 3B shows determinis-
tic writing of a magnetic bit using current pulses, and its non-
volatile readout using the large resulting change in the anoma-
lous Hall resistance. High fidelity writing is accomplished
with 20 nA current pulses while readout requires < 100 pA of
applied AC current.

Assuming a uniform current density in our micron-sized,
two atom thick tBLG device results in an estimated current
density J < 104 A·cm�2. While current-induced switching at
smaller DC current densities has been realized in MnSi, read-

out of the magnetization state in this material has so far only
been demonstrated using neutron scattering[38]. Compared
with other systems that allow in situ electrical readout, such
as GaMnAs[39] and Cr-(BiSb)2Te3 heterostructures[40], the
applied current densities are at least one order of magnitude
lower. More relevant to device applications, the absolute mag-
nitude of the current required to switch the magnetization state
of the system (⇠ 10�9A) in our devices is, to our knowledge,
3 orders of magnitude smaller than reported in any system.

Figure 3C shows the Hall resistance at T = 7 K measured
as a function of magnetic field and current. Applied DC cur-
rents apparently compete directly with the applied magnetic
field: as shown in the figure, opposite signs of current stabi-
lize opposite magnetic polarizations, and can stabilize states
aligned opposite to that favored by the applied field. We note
that, while current does break time reversal symmetry, the
observed behavior is not compatible with mirror symmetry
across the plane perpendicular to the sample and parallel to
the net current flow, assuming the injected current is not spin-
or valley-polarized. We propose instead a simple mechanism
for the low-current switching that arises from the interplay of
edge state physics and device asymmetry[30]. In a QAH state,
an applied current generates a chemical potential difference
between the chiral one dimensional modes located on oppo-
site sample edges. Due to the opposite dispersion of a given
edge state in opposite magnetic states (which have opposite
C), the DC current I raises (or lowers) the energy of the sys-
tem by �E ⇠ ± 8⇡2

3
~2

me3v3LI3 for a C = ±1 state, where m
and v are the edge state effective mass and velocity, e is the el-
ementary charge, and L is the length of the edge state. When
the edges have different lengths or velocities, the current fa-
vors one of the two domains, with the sign and magnitude of
the effect dictated by the device asymmetry. For a current in
the range of I = 10 � 100 nA, comparable to the switching
currents observed at low temperatures, using estimates of m
and v based on bulk measurements[30] and assuming an edge
length difference of ⇡ 1 µm. gives �E comparable to the
magnetic dipole energy due to a 1mT field.

We note that while this effect should be generic to all QAH
systems, it is likely to be dominant at low currents in tBLG
due to the weak pinning of magnetic domains and small de-
vice dimensions. Crucially, it provides an engineering param-
eter for electrical control of domain structure that can be de-
terministically encoded in the device geometry, enabling new
classes of magnetoelectric devices.
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Open questions
oWhy is the state spin/valley ferromagnetic?

oWhy only the n=3 filling – what about others?

oWhy the current-switching of magnetization?

oWhy does this effect only happen with aligned hBN?

oWhy is there only QAH in California?
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